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when to use a comma before and grammarly updated on may 15 2023 grammar whether or not
you put a comma before and depends on how you re using and there s no single rule that
applies to all situations you usually put a comma before and when it s connecting two
independent clauses determine if two events are mutually exclusive and or independent apply
the or rule to calculate the probability that either of two events occurs apply the and rule to
calculate the probability that both of two events occurs many probabilities in real life involve
more than one event commas and periods are the most frequently used punctuation marks
commas customarily indicate a brief pause they re not as final as periods rule 1 use commas to
separate words and word groups in a simple series of three or more items example my estate
goes to my husband son daughter in law and nephew and or rule probability maths fuseschool
youtube fuseschool global education 791k subscribers subscribed 520 36k views 4 years ago
maths description in this video we are going published on july 14 2022 by jack caulfield revised
on march 20 2023 in english you must put a comma before and when it connects two
independent clauses a clause is independent when it could stand on its own as a sentence it has
its own subject and verb example comma before and connecting two independent clauses the
and rule sometimes in life we want to know the probability of many things happening not just
one example sarah has a bag containing 4 red balls and 5 green balls 9 balls in total if 693
subscribers subscribed 452 92k views 9 years ago probability theory a quick video explaining
the concepts of the and and or rule in probability more from english grammar today and is a
coordinating conjunction we use and to connect two words phrases clauses or prefixes together
televisions and computers are dominating our daily life noun noun i have to shower and change
verb verb the photos are black and white adjective adjective meaning of divide and rule in
english divide and rule phrase also mainly us divide and conquer add to word list a way of
keeping yourself in a position of power by causing disagreements among other people so that
they are unable to oppose you it s just a fact that the principle that underpins any empire is
divide and rule 1 a a prescribed guide for conduct or action b the laws or regulations prescribed
by the founder of a religious order for observance by its members c an accepted procedure
custom or habit d 1 a usually written order or direction made by a court regulating court practice
or the action of parties 2 a legal precept or doctrine coordinating conjunctions allow you to join
words phrases and clauses of equal grammatical rank in a sentence the most common
coordinating conjunctions are for and nor but or yet and so you can remember them by using
the mnemonic device fanboys i d like pizza or a salad for lunch divide and rule policy latin divide
et impera or divide and conquer in politics and sociology is gaining and maintaining power
divisively this includes the exploitation of existing divisions within a political group by its political
opponents and also the deliberate creation or strengthening of such divisions grammarly
updated on july 1 2023 grammar ah the comma of all the punctuation marks in english this one
is perhaps the most misused and it s no wonder there are lots of rules about comma usage and
often the factors that determine whether you should use one are quite subtle but fear not an
accepted principle or instruction that states the way things are or should be done and tells you
what you are allowed or are not allowed to do rules and regulations a general basic fundamental
rule as a general rule companies do not qualify for the generous tax breaks if they are listed on
another exchange noun a principle or condition that customarily governs behavior it was his rule
to take a walk before breakfast synonyms regulation see more noun a basic generalization that
is accepted as true and that can be used as a basis for reasoning or conduct synonyms principle
tenet see more noun 21 what s the difference between and and and or how do we decide
whether to use one or the other note also it would be great if someone could explain how do we
actually pronounce and or verbally in a sentence word choice grammaticality differences
conjunctions and or share improve this question edited jun 11 2014 at 21 16 1 as in regulation a
statement spelling out the proper procedure or conduct for an activity read the rules that are
posted before you use the pool synonyms similar words relevance regulation law code
constitution principle guideline instruction value standard ordinance bylaw restriction statute
ground rule countable a statement of what may must or must not be done in a particular
situation or when playing a game she laid down strict rules for her tenants including prompt
payment of rent the rules of golf tennis football to follow obey a rule to break violate a rule to
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enforce apply a rule you can t just change the rules to suit yourself what to know in today s
usage which and that are both used to introduce restrictive clauses those which cannot be
removed from the context of the sentence and which is also used to introduce nonrestrictive
clauses those which provide additional information but can be removed without the sentence
falling apart the final rule bans new noncompetes with all workers including senior executives
after the effective date specifically the final rule provides that it is an unfair method of
competition and therefore a violation of section 5 of the ftc act for employers to enter into
noncompetes with workers after the effective date
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when to use a comma before and grammarly Mar 27 2024 when to use a comma before and
grammarly updated on may 15 2023 grammar whether or not you put a comma before and
depends on how you re using and there s no single rule that applies to all situations you usually
put a comma before and when it s connecting two independent clauses
5 3 probability rules and and or mathematics libretexts Feb 26 2024 determine if two
events are mutually exclusive and or independent apply the or rule to calculate the probability
that either of two events occurs apply the and rule to calculate the probability that both of two
events occurs many probabilities in real life involve more than one event
commas punctuation rules and examples grammarbook com Jan 25 2024 commas and periods
are the most frequently used punctuation marks commas customarily indicate a brief pause
they re not as final as periods rule 1 use commas to separate words and word groups in a simple
series of three or more items example my estate goes to my husband son daughter in law and
nephew
and or rule probability maths fuseschool youtube Dec 24 2023 and or rule probability
maths fuseschool youtube fuseschool global education 791k subscribers subscribed 520 36k
views 4 years ago maths description in this video we are going
comma before or after and rules examples scribbr Nov 23 2023 published on july 14 2022 by
jack caulfield revised on march 20 2023 in english you must put a comma before and when it
connects two independent clauses a clause is independent when it could stand on its own as a
sentence it has its own subject and verb example comma before and connecting two
independent clauses
the and rule further probability intermediate higher Oct 22 2023 the and rule sometimes in life
we want to know the probability of many things happening not just one example sarah has a
bag containing 4 red balls and 5 green balls 9 balls in total if
the and and or rule of probability youtube Sep 21 2023 693 subscribers subscribed 452
92k views 9 years ago probability theory a quick video explaining the concepts of the and and or
rule in probability more
and english grammar today cambridge dictionary Aug 20 2023 from english grammar
today and is a coordinating conjunction we use and to connect two words phrases clauses or
prefixes together televisions and computers are dominating our daily life noun noun i have to
shower and change verb verb the photos are black and white adjective adjective
divide and rule english meaning cambridge dictionary Jul 19 2023 meaning of divide and
rule in english divide and rule phrase also mainly us divide and conquer add to word list a way of
keeping yourself in a position of power by causing disagreements among other people so that
they are unable to oppose you it s just a fact that the principle that underpins any empire is
divide and rule
rule definition meaning merriam webster Jun 18 2023 1 a a prescribed guide for conduct or
action b the laws or regulations prescribed by the founder of a religious order for observance by
its members c an accepted procedure custom or habit d 1 a usually written order or direction
made by a court regulating court practice or the action of parties 2 a legal precept or doctrine
conjunctions grammar rules and examples grammarly May 17 2023 coordinating conjunctions
allow you to join words phrases and clauses of equal grammatical rank in a sentence the most
common coordinating conjunctions are for and nor but or yet and so you can remember them by
using the mnemonic device fanboys i d like pizza or a salad for lunch
divide and rule wikipedia Apr 16 2023 divide and rule policy latin divide et impera or divide and
conquer in politics and sociology is gaining and maintaining power divisively this includes the
exploitation of existing divisions within a political group by its political opponents and also the
deliberate creation or strengthening of such divisions
rules for using commas with examples grammarly Mar 15 2023 grammarly updated on july
1 2023 grammar ah the comma of all the punctuation marks in english this one is perhaps the
most misused and it s no wonder there are lots of rules about comma usage and often the
factors that determine whether you should use one are quite subtle but fear not
rule definition in the cambridge english dictionary Feb 14 2023 an accepted principle or
instruction that states the way things are or should be done and tells you what you are allowed
or are not allowed to do rules and regulations a general basic fundamental rule as a general rule
companies do not qualify for the generous tax breaks if they are listed on another exchange
rule definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jan 13 2023 noun a principle or
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condition that customarily governs behavior it was his rule to take a walk before breakfast
synonyms regulation see more noun a basic generalization that is accepted as true and that can
be used as a basis for reasoning or conduct synonyms principle tenet see more noun
word choice when should we use and and or and or Dec 12 2022 21 what s the difference
between and and and or how do we decide whether to use one or the other note also it would be
great if someone could explain how do we actually pronounce and or verbally in a sentence
word choice grammaticality differences conjunctions and or share improve this question edited
jun 11 2014 at 21 16
rule synonyms 170 similar and opposite words merriam Nov 11 2022 1 as in regulation a
statement spelling out the proper procedure or conduct for an activity read the rules that are
posted before you use the pool synonyms similar words relevance regulation law code
constitution principle guideline instruction value standard ordinance bylaw restriction statute
ground rule
rule noun definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 10 2022 countable a statement
of what may must or must not be done in a particular situation or when playing a game she laid
down strict rules for her tenants including prompt payment of rent the rules of golf tennis
football to follow obey a rule to break violate a rule to enforce apply a rule you can t just change
the rules to suit yourself
which vs that correct usage merriam webster Sep 09 2022 what to know in today s usage which
and that are both used to introduce restrictive clauses those which cannot be removed from the
context of the sentence and which is also used to introduce nonrestrictive clauses those which
provide additional information but can be removed without the sentence falling apart
fact sheet on ftc s proposed final noncompete rule Aug 08 2022 the final rule bans new
noncompetes with all workers including senior executives after the effective date specifically the
final rule provides that it is an unfair method of competition and therefore a violation of section
5 of the ftc act for employers to enter into noncompetes with workers after the effective date
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